520 SERIES

520-3 SERIES HSW SYSTEM - NOT TO EXCEED 150 Kg (330 lbs.)

STRUCTURAL STEEL SUPPORT & ADEQUACY THEREOF - BY OTHERS

5/16" x 1 1/2" LG HEX SOCKET CAP SCREW, dw HEX HD NUTS, WASHERS & LOCK WASHERS @ 12"oc AS REQU - NOT BY INKAN

SOLID SHIMS AS REQU - NOT BY INKAN

INKAN HSW TOP TRACK (2 HANGER [ROLLERS] PER PANEL REQU)

FINISHED CEILING

1 3/4"

TOP RAIL SHOWN

4" INKAN DEEP SUIDING RAIL

1/2" CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS

** (GLASS FROM 1/2" TO 1" THK. )
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2 TYPES OF INTERLOCKING PIN
1. 2 POINT LOCKING (FLOOR AND RAIL)
2. 1 POINT LOCKING (RAIL ONLY.)

See Page 59 for detail
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